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Northern Ireland (NI) Tracker Poll Results Report: Autumn (September) 2018 
TRACKER POLL QUESTIONS RESULTS - GENERAL REPORT 

30th September 2018 – Version 1 – Full Report  
This report covers all results and commentary for the complete poll-survey project  

– LT NI Opinion Panel ‘Tracker Poll’ September 2018  
Topics include: Trust in Theresa May, NI and Brexit, DUP-Conservative deal at Westminster, 

RHI & Ian Paisley Jnr – impact on DUP support.  
 

The benefit of LucidTalk’s regular scheduled polling is that it shows changes in trends and opinions at 
regular intervals over time – both pre and post elections, and between elections. This report covers results 
from the LT Quarterly NI Opinion Panel ‘Tracker’ Poll – Autumn NI-Wide ‘Tracker’ poll: September 2018.  

NB All commentary is provided ‘for guidance’ and for information purposes only. Commentary and 
analysis are not meant to be absolute determinations from the poll results, as poll and market research 
results can be subject to differing interpretations, commentary, and conclusions.  

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL – LUCIDTALK, the TIMES, and U105 Radio use only. 
PRESS EMBARGOED APART FROM THE TIMES AND U105 RADIO UNTIL 6am WEDNESDAY 3RD OCTOBER 2018  
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LUCIDTALK MONTHLY TRACKER POLLS - Introduction and Background 

LucidTalk run scheduled regular 'Tracker' polls of their established Northern Ireland online Opinion Panel - 
usually on a quarterly basis (every three months). The LucidTalk Opinion Panel (now 10,676 members) 
consists of Northern Ireland residents (age 18+) and is balanced by gender, age-group, area of residence, and 
community background, in order to be demographically representative of Northern Ireland. This is the report 
from LTs Autumn 2018 quarterly NI-Wide Tacker poll – Main topics covered: Trust in Theresa May, NI and 
Brexit, DUP-Cons deal, RHI & I. Paisley Jnr – impact on DUP support.  

The objective of these scheduled and regular 'Tracker' polls is to research opinion on key issues at key points 
in time + track changes in trends and opinions about key topics and issues over targeted periods of time.  

For this 'Tracker' poll-project our 10,676-member NI Opinion Panel was targeted, and invited to participate, 
1,694 responses were received, and after data auditing to ensure:  
(a) 'one person-one vote' responses, and  
(b) the collation of a robust, accurate, and balanced representative NI sample,   
- 1,535 full responses were recorded and used for analysis in terms of the final results.  

Methodology – and Press Publication notes:  

Polling was carried out by Belfast based polling and market research company LucidTalk. The project was 
carried out online for a period of 55 Hours from 25th September 2018 to 27th September 2018. The project 
targeted the established Northern Ireland (NI) LucidTalk online Opinion Panel (10,676 members) which is 
balanced by gender, age-group, area of residence, and community background, in order to be 
demographically representative of Northern Ireland. 1,694 full responses were received, and a data auditing 
process was carried out to ensure all completed poll-surveys were genuine 'one-person, one-vote' responses, 
and also to collate a robust and accurate balanced NI representative sample. This resulted in 1,535 responses 
being considered in terms of the final results - the results presented in this report.  

Data was weighted to the profile of all NI adults aged 18+. Data was weighted by age, sex, socio-economic 
group, previous voting patterns, constituency, constitutional position, party support and religious affiliation. 
All data results produced are accurate to a margin of error of +/-3.0%, at 95% confidence.  

All reported margins of sampling error include the computed design effects for weighting. 

LucidTalk – Professional Credentials 

LucidTalk is a member of all recognised professional Polling and Market Research organisations, 
including the UK Market Research Society (UK-MRS), the British Polling Council (BPC), and 
ESOMAR (European Society of Market Research organisations). The BPC are the primary UK 
professional body ensuring professional Polling and Market Research standards. All polling, 
research, sampling, methodologies used, market research projects and results and reports 
production are, and have been, carried out to the professional standards laid down by the BPC and 
AIMRO (Association of Irish Market Research Organisations). 

Note to Publishers: According to agreed British Polling Council and UK IPSO procedure - 
Parts in Red MUST be published - if not in full then in a format that conveys the same 
meaning. This can be in 'small-type' e.g. in a box at the bottom of the coverage etc. 
Parts in black type are desirable to be included, but not essential.  
LucidTalk is a member of The British Polling Council and abides by its rules: http://www.britishpollingcouncil.org.  

For further information, please contact:  
Bill White at LucidTalk: 07711 450545 - Email: bill.white@lucidtalk.co.uk 
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POLL QUESTION RESULTS: Including commentary and Headlines 

QUESTION 1A  DUP AND RECENT SCANDALS. We note you are BROADLY UNIONIST in the 
context of NI politics. Do you think the RHI inquiry and the Ian Paisley Jnr scandal (however 
you define scandals) will impact the overall DUP vote in the future?  
BROADLY UNIONIST VOTERS  The DUP vote - Impact of current Scandals  

NI RESULTS – 1,535 SAMPLE: NI REPRESENTATIVE (Weighted) – UNIONISTS ONLY 

 

KEY HEADLINES: 

 As would be expected a sizable No. of Unionist voters (i.e. inc. DUP voters) think the recent ‘scandals’ will have 
no impact on the DUP vote at all, but 43% of ‘broadly unionist’ voters think they will have a ‘slight impact’ and 
that the DUP vote will decline slightly at the next election. This 43% (which must include a sizable chunk of DUP 
voters) is high, and shows that the scandals are having an impact in the DUP voter base. 
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QUESTION 1A  DUP AND RECENT SCANDALS. We note you are BROADLY NATIONALIST 
REPUBLICAN in the context of NI politics. Do you think the RHI inquiry and the Ian Paisley Jnr 
scandal (however you define scandals) will impact the overall DUP vote in the future?  
BROADLY NATIONALIST/REPUBLICAN VOTERS. The DUP vote - Impact of current Scandals  

NI RESULTS – 1,535 SAMPLE: NI REPRESENTATIVE (Weighted) – NATS/REPS ONLY 

 

KEY HEADLINES: 

 Interestingly the results from Nationalist/Republican voters (i.e. Sinn Fein and SDLP voters) are roughly the 
same as from the Unionist voter base (see previous result). But 50% of this voter base still think the ‘scandals’ 
that the DUP are, and have been, involved in, will have no impact on the DUP vote. 
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QUESTION 1A  DUP AND RECENT SCANDALS. We note you are NEUTRAL eg Alliance, Green, 
Others, Independents, in the context of NI politics. Do you think the RHI inquiry and the Ian 
Paisley Jnr scandal (however you define scandals) will impact the overall DUP vote in the 
future?  
BROADLY ALLIANCE/GREEN/INDEPS VOTERS. The DUP vote - Impact of current Scandals  

NI RESULTS – 1,535 SAMPLE: NI REPRESENTATIVE (Weighted) – ALLNCE/GRN/OTHS ONLY 

 

KEY HEADLINES: 

 Again, the results from Alliance/Green/Independents/Others voters are roughly the same as from the Unionist 
and Nationalists/Republicans voter base (see previous two results). But a bit more i.e. 56% of this voter base 
think the ‘scandals’ that the DUP are, and have been, involved in, will have no impact on the DUP vote. 
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QUESTION 1 - THE BACKSTOP: In the current Brexit negotiations, Theresa May and the UK 
Government have said NI will be treated EXACTLY the same as the rest of the UK and there 
will be no 'border' down the Irish sea. In terms of this commitment do you trust T. May and the 
UK government?  
TOTAL NI RESULTS – 1,535 SAMPLE: NI REPRESENTATIVE (Weighted) 

 
KEY HEADLINES: 

 60% of NI do not trust Theresa May to stick to her commitments that NI will be treated no differently to Great 
Britain in the Brexit negotiations. 

 When analysed by Unionists only i.e. mostly DUP voters, we see that 45% say ‘YES - I partially trust Theresa May 
and the UK government to stick to their commitments on NI, but I have doubts’, and 32% ie nearly 1 in 3 
Unionists say ‘NO - I don't trust Theresa May and the UK government to stick to their commitments on NI’ i.e. 
nearly 1 in 3 Unionists (DUP voters) don’t trust T. May to stick to her commitments at all. This should concern 
the DUP as this poll shows they have no room for manoeuvre, and they can’t afford the PM to make any move 
to soften this commitment etc. 

 As would be expected when analysed by Nationalist/Republicans (i.e. includes Sinn Fein voters) 92% say ‘NO - I 
don't trust Theresa May and the UK government to stick to their commitments on NI’ with 5% of 
Nationalists/Republicans saying ‘YES - I partially trust Theresa May and the UK government to stick to their 
commitments on NI, but I have doubts’.  
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Q2: BREXIT AND THE EU QUESTION 2 - SECOND REFERENDUM: There is a movement in the 
UK to have a second EU Referendum - a so called 'Peoples vote'. Would you support this?  

TOTAL NI RESULTS – 1,535 SAMPLE: NI REPRESENTATIVE (Weighted) 

 
KEY HEADLINES: 

 50% of NI support a second EU referendum i.e. a second ‘Peoples Vote’ style EU Referendum. 

 However, when this is analysed via Unionists vs Nationalists/Republicans there is/are a big difference of 
opinion: 
Nationalists/Republicans (i.e. includes Sinn Fein voters) are 83% for a 2nd EU referendum, but 
Unionists (i.e. includes DUP voters) are only 15% for a 2nd EU referendum and 81% against. 

 It should be noted that notable minorities of Nationalists/Republicans and the ‘Neutral – Alliance/Green party’ 
voters are against a 2nd EU referendum as they have the view that NI has already voted to Remain, so that is the 
result that should be honoured etc. 
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QUESTION 3 - SECOND REFERENDUM - HOW WOULD YOU VOTE?: If there was a second EU 
Referendum (same as in 2016) held tomorrow. How would you vote? 
– Graphic 1: TOTAL NI RESULTS – 1,535 SAMPLE: NI REPRESENTATIVE (Weighted) 

 

KEY HEADLINES: 

 The actual NI result in the EU Referendum was: REMAIN 56%, LEAVE 44%. So, this polling shows REMAIN on the 
same score. With LEAVE dropping slightly, probably the result of a small No. of Unionists switching from Leave 
to ‘Don’t Know’ probably because of all the uncertainty that’s emerged because of the Irish border situation etc.   

 When analysed by Unionists vs Nationalist/Republicans: 
UNIONISTS: REMAIN – 16%, LEAVE – 79%, DON’T KNOW/NOT SURE/SPOIL MY VOTE – 4%   
NATIONALISTS/REPUBLICANS: REMAIN – 91%, LEAVE – 7%, DON’T KNOW/NOT SURE/SPOIL MY VOTE – 0 

 Note the small No. of ‘Don’t Knows’ on the Unionist side, compared to zero on the Nationalists/Republican side.    

 This shows a small No. of Unionists although originally voting LEAVE are now nervous about the instability Brexit 
may bring to NI and the impact in my have on/on a NI Border poll. They haven’t moved to Remain, they’ve just 
moved to ‘Don’t Know’ from Leave. But a larger chunk of Unionists who voted REMAIN would vote LEAVE in a 
2nd Referendum, because they don’t like the concept of a 2nd EU Referendum and think the 2016 EU Referendum 
result is the one that should be honoured. This comes through in the comments. 

 As can be seen, Brexit and how it turns out for NI will/would be critical in any Border poll situation. How a NI 
Brexit turns out of course is an individual view held by each voter, but that perception/view, will/would have a 
significant impact on an NI Border poll.  
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QUESTION 4 - BREXIT: FINAL DEAL: What sort of Deal/Brexit outcome do you expect the UK 
Government and the EU to finally agree? 
– Graphic 1: TOTAL NI RESULTS – 1,535 SAMPLE: NI REPRESENTATIVE (Weighted) 

 

KEY HEADLINES: 

 Main Results –  
No Deal – 36%  
Compromise closer to EU proposals inc. special status for NI – 24%  
Neutral - Both sides agreeing a deal 'in the middle' with perhaps some specific minor NI agreement – 21% 
Compromise closer to British proposals with NI treated exactly the same as the rest of the UK - 15%  
Don't Know/No Opinion/Not Sure – 3% 

 So over 1 in 3 in NI think the final Brexit outcome will be a ‘No deal’, and 24% think it will be a ‘Compromise 
closer to EU proposals inc. special status for NI’ i.e. nearly 1 in 4 think this latter outcome is the most likely.   

 However, Unionists and Nationalists again have different views on this: 28% of Unionists think there’ll be No 
deal, compared to 41% of Nationalists/Republicans. 35% of Nationalists/Republicans think there will be a 
‘Compromise closer to EU proposals inc. special status for NI’ compared to only 15% of Unionists who think this. 

 24% of Unionists think it will be ‘Neutral - Both sides agreeing a deal 'in the middle' with perhaps some specific 
minor NI agreement’, compared to 19% of Nationalists/Republicans who think this. Only 15% of NI think there’ll 
be a deal closer to the British proposals with no border down the Irish sea – i.e. the outcome that the DUP want.  

 The key result is that only 28% of Unionists (i.e. basically DUP voters) think the final outcome will be 
‘Compromise closer to British proposals with NI treated exactly the same as the rest of the UK’ – this is the 
preferred DUP outcome and only 28% of DUP supporters believe this will actually be the final outcome i.e. 
matches in with the later poll results about lack of trust from Unionists in the UK government and T. May.  
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QUESTION 5 - THERESA MAY AND THE UK CONSERVATIVE GOVERNMENT: In terms of 
Brexit, and in general, - Do you trust the UK Government to always act in the general and 
specific best interests of NI? 
– Graphic 1: TOTAL NI RESULTS – 1,535 SAMPLE: NI REPRESENTATIVE (Weighted) 

 

KEY HEADLINES: 

 Main Results –  
YES - I would fully trust the UK government to always act in the best interests of NI – 11% 
NEUTRAL - I would trust the UK Government to sometimes act in the interests of NI, but not always – 30% 
NO - I don't trust the UK government to act in the best interests of NI at any time – 59% 
Don't Know/Not Sure – 0% 

 So, nearly 6 out of 10 in NI don’t trust the current UK government to act in the best interests of NI. 

 Even when analysed by Unionists (i.e. mostly DUP supporters) – who you would think with the current DUP 
confidence and supply agreement with the Conservatives would trust the current government more, we find 
that nearly 1 in 4 Unionists i.e. 24% don't trust the UK government to act in the best interests of NI at any time. 
This is even more that the No. of Unionists who actually DO trust the UK government to act in the best interests 
of NI, as that’s only 20%. 57% of Unionists are ‘Neutral’ on this question i.e. basically ‘Not Sure’. 

 Not surprisingly 95% of Nationalists/Republicans don’t trust the UK government, but also 74% of the ‘NI 
Neutrals’ i.e. Alliance/Green party supporters don’t trust the UK government either.  
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QUESTION 6 - UK CONSERVATIVE GOVERNMENT/DUP ARRANGEMENT: Do you think the 
current DUP agreement in the UK Parliament with the Conservative government, is beneficial 
to NI? 
– Graphic 1: TOTAL NI RESULTS – 1,535 SAMPLE: NI REPRESENTATIVE (Weighted) 

 

KEY HEADLINES: 

 Main Results –  
YES - The DUP agreement in Westminster is of great benefit to NI - 22% 
YES (partially) - The DUP agreement in Westminster is of some benefit to NI, but it may have longer term 
detrimental implications – 19%  
Neutral - The DUP agreement in Westminster is of no benefit to NI, but has no impact on NI one way or the 
other – 6%  
NO - The DUP agreement in Westminster is detrimental to NI – 51% 
Neutral - Don't Know/No Opinion – 2% 

 Over 1 in 2 i.e. 51% in NI think ‘The DUP agreement in Westminster is detrimental to NI’. However, Unionists 
and Nationalists again have different views on this: 86% of Nationalists/Republicans think the DUP-Conservative 
agreement is detrimental to NI, compared to only 14% of Unionists (i.e. DUP voters). However, this latter score 
is still high i.e. for 14% of Unionists to think the agreement is detrimental to NI is still quite high. 

 45% of Unionists think the agreement is of benefit to NI – a not surprising result. But 29% of Unionists (i.e. DUP 
voters) think the DUP-Conservative agreement is ‘of some benefit to NI, but it may have longer term 
detrimental implications. This shows that nearly 3 out 10 DUP supporters think the deal is ‘sort of OK’ but 
they’re worried how its all going to end.  
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Appendix 1 – Background on Project Methodology and Data Weighting 

LUCIDTALK NORTHERN IRELAND TRACKER POLLS  
– Introduction, Background, and Project Methodology 

LucidTalk run scheduled regular 'Tracker' polls of their established Northern Ireland online Opinion Panel - 
usually on a quarterly basis. The LucidTalk Opinion Panel (now 10,676 members) consists of Northern Ireland 
residents (age 18+) and is balanced by gender, age-group, area of residence, and community background, in 
order to be demographically representative of Northern Ireland. The objective of these scheduled and regular 
'Tracker' polls is to research opinion on key issues at key points in time + track changes in trends and opinions 
about key topics and issues over targeted periods of time.  

In terms of this project, polling was carried out by Belfast based polling and market research company 
LucidTalk. The project was carried out online and by telephone for a period of 3 days from 25th September to 
27th September 2018. For this 'Tracker' poll-project our 10,676-member NI Opinion Panel was targeted, and 
invited to participate, 1,694 responses were received, and after data auditing to ensure:  
(a) 'one person-one vote' responses, and  
(b) the collation of a robust, accurate, and balanced representative NI sample,   
- 1,535 full responses were recorded and used for analysis in terms of the final results.  

A data auditing process was then carried out to ensure all completed poll-surveys were genuine 'one-person, 
one-vote' responses, and this resulted in 1,535 responses being considered and verified as the base data-set 
(unweighted) - these base data-set (unweighted) results are presented in a complementary report in excel/csv 
format. Then in order to produce a robust, accurate, balanced NI representative sample, this base data-set 
was weighted to reflect the demographic composition of Northern Ireland.  

Data Weighting: Data was weighted to the profile of all NI adults aged 18+. Data was weighted by age, sex, 
socio-economic group, previous voting patterns, constituency, constitutional position, party support and 
religious affiliation. This resulted in a robust and accurate balanced NI representative sample, reflecting the 
demographic composition of Northern Ireland, resulting in 1,535 responses being considered in terms of the 
final results - these are the results presented in this report. Data was weighted using a raking algorithm, in R, 
otherwise known as iterative proportional fitting or sample-balancing. Raking ratio estimation is a method for 
adjusting the sampling weights of the sample data based on known population characteristics. 

As is referenced in the Excel spreadsheet reports two weights are shown. These are the normal weight and 
the trimmed weight – with the trimmed weight being the one that is used in the results tables shown in this 
report. The trimmed weight is preferable as it reduces the influence of outlying observations. The total 
amount trimmed is divided among the observations that were not trimmed, so that the total weight remains 
the same. The weights are trimmed at 4 and 0.1 meaning that no observation is allowed to exceed these limits 
of relative importance. 

For the main poll the following weights were used. These were/are calculated from data such as the 2016 and 
2017 Northern Ireland (NI) elections, NI census estimates, and electorate election figures for gender, age, 
religion, constituency etc. This data analysis was then combined with previous polling information and results 
from LucidTalk NI polls in the last 3 years for party and constitutional position. As such, the weights applied 
are as follows: 

LucidTalk is a member of The British Polling Council and abides by its rules: 
http://www.britishpollingcouncil.org.  
 

For further information, please contact:  
Bill White at LucidTalk: 07711 450545 - Email: bill.white@lucidtalk.co.uk 


